
TILE UP!
PROMOTION

40 %OFF
SELECTED WALL & FLOOR TILES 

WHILE STOCKS LAST



TILE UP !

DECO
   

20 x 20 cm | Wall Tile

Unique wall covering comes in the form of 
Deco from Magna Ceramica. With 8 

different hues to add a splash of colour on 
any wall surface, each colour comes in a mix 

of five different patterns to provide 
dimension to the otherwise banal surface. dimension to the otherwise banal surface. 
With its variety of colours and design pattern, 
Deco is able to fit in to any design theme 

easily.

Apple Black Blue Grey

Jade Pearl Red Violet



URBAN
   

20 x 20 cm | Wall Tile

Urban: A Contemporary Blend

Wall tiles have never been more interesting than 
this. With five different design for each colour, 
the tiles are to be laid at random for an 

organised chaos.

TILE UP !

Cement Terracotta White



NATURA
    

20 x 30 cm | Wall Tile

Natura: a breath of fresh air.

The Natura wall tiles collection adds character to another 
space instantly! Choose from four difference colours to suit 

your design colour scheme!

Black Beige

Purple White

TILE UP !



NEO
    

20 x 30 cm | Wall Tile

Giving the classic rectangular tiles a slight 
modern twist, the Neo collection 

showcases smaller rectangles with a slight showcases smaller rectangles with a slight 
difference in shades on each coloured 
piece. The result is stylish and modern. 
Available in five different colours, choose 
one or mix and match them for the 

desired interior result.

TILE UP !

Red

White Blue

Apple Violet



PERFECTION
    

20 x 30 cm | Wall Tile

TILE UP !

White

Silver Brown

Perfection in hexagons.

The Perfection wall tile collection introduces subtle beauty 
and character to the interior. Available in four classic colour 

variations.

Black



RE-USE
    

60 x 60 cm | 45 x 90 cm | Wall & Floor Tile

The Re-Use series is made to resemble marble , equipped with 
a natural and refined surface finishing.

BLC Ossigeno GRI Mercurio

TILE UP !



Gael: introducing a new dimension to interior 
walls.With shape and texture, solid colours no longer 
have to be boring or limited. Choose from the 

collection of 4 colours or mix and match for a eclectic 
home design.

GAEL
    

32 x 90 cm | Wall Tile

Aquamarina Black

Rosa Wengue

TILE UP !



WISH
    

Floor & Wall Tile

TILE UP !

Available in 3 dependable colours, the Wish 
collection provides the perfect foundation 

for interior furnishing.

Line Antracite
30 x 60 cm
60 X 60 cm

Line Bronze
30 X 60 cm

Line Canvas



BEAUTY
    

20 x 30 cm |Wall Tile

TILE UP !

Beauty fits like a puzzle on your surfaces 
with three neutral colours that are able to 
complement every furnishing. Forming a 
unique tessellation, each small shape is 
composed of a different pattern, a beauty 
that is amplified when all are put together. 
Use similar coloured grouts to create a 

flushed artwork here.flushed artwork here.

Basalt Quartz

Sand



ELEMENT
    

20 x 30 cm |Wall Tile

A patchwork of small squares form the design for Element. 
Available in four selection for your interior needs.

TILE UP !

Beige Marron

Burdeos Negro



LIFE
    

30 x 60 cm |Wall & Floor Tile

The matt and smooth surface of the natural 
finishing becomes ideal for elegant paving.

Arki Caramel

Sugar

TILE UP !

Plum

Hydra



CARBONIO
    

Wall Tile

Carbonio was created to be a resistant and unalter-
able material. As a full body porcelain tile, its unique 
texture simulates the surface that can traditionally be 
derived from paint. Suitable for application in 

residential and commercial spaces, Carbonio’s stark 
yet fluid look adds an interesting angle to the space.

12 N | 60 x 120 cm
36 N | 30 x 60 cm

12 W | 60 x 120 cm

TILE UP !



LINNOX
    

Floor & Wall Tile

The Linnox collection features pieces that are 
reminiscent of interwoven fabrics, thus 

providing an interplay of infinite interweaving 
on the surface of this porcelain tile. The result 
is a product full of nuances and relief effects 

which give an incredible feeling of 
smoothness and well-being both in tactile smoothness and well-being both in tactile 

and in visual terms. 

Linnox pieces are available in two formats: Linnox pieces are available in two formats: 
30x60 and 60x60. They can all either be 
applied individually or used in combination 
with one another, allowing all users to come 
up with even more aesthetic ideas, thus 

fulfilling their every need.

TILE UP !

Ceniza
30 x 60 cm
60 x 60 cm

Grafito
30 x 60 cm

Nacar
30 x 60 cm
60 x 60 cm

Oceano
30 x 60 cm

Piedra
30 x 60 cm



TEXTILE
    

Floor & Wall Tile

TILE UP !

Canapa
12.4 x 49.5 cm
20 x 50 cm

Marron
20 x 50 cm

Nero
12.4 x 49.5 cm
20 x 50 cm

Beige
12.4 x 49.5 cm
20 x 50 cm

Ceramica Fioranese gets its inspiration from 
the outside world and is intertwined with 

material and tactile notions, with styles stolen 
from fashion and the latest in contemporary 
design. Its research responds to technological 
and formal requisites that look directly ahead 
to the future. The result is not just a product, it 
is a concept: strong, alive, dynamic and is a concept: strong, alive, dynamic and 
flexible, lending itself for conveying projects 
and experiences, generating excitement and 

inspiration.



SPACE
    

30 x 60 cm | Floor & Wall Tile

TILE UP !

Space brings modern, minimalist style to lava stone with a 
complete range of size and finish options. Perfect for 
indoors or outdoors, the contemporary textured surface 

creates absolutely natural styles.

Galaxy
Rett /TXTD

Sky
Rett/ TXTD

Starlight
TXTD



INDEX
    

30 x 60 cm | Floor & Wall Tile

TILE UP !

This is the new series of porcelain stoneware, recapturing the 
beauty of quartzite, stones used for building since the Middle 
Ages. Exceptional properties, such as high resistance, hardness, 
brightness and a variety of colors, which have made quartzite so 
appreciated as building material throughout the centuries, are 
all present in the INDEX series, and improved thanks to the use of 

the most advanced production technology.

Quartzite Bronzo Quartzite Grigia Quartzite Silver



SUNRISE
    

30 x 60 cm | Floor & Wall Tile

Sophisticated colour options and a 
variety of sizes, accessories and 
special trims make the “Sunrise” 
collection able to offer the perfect 
furnishing solution for any residential 
or public setting. This perfectly 

reliable, latest-generation, technically 
sophisticated porcelain stoneware is sophisticated porcelain stoneware is 
aimed at the high end of the market, 
and is perfect for meeting a variety 
of needs of both private customers 

and design engineers.

TILE UP !

Cabernet



HAFARY GALLERY
105 Eunos Avenue 3 Singapore 409836
T: +65 6250 1368
F: +65 6383 1536
E: eunosshowroom@hafary.com.sg

HAFARY BALESTIER
 560 Balestier Road Singapore 329876 560 Balestier Road Singapore 329876
T: +65 6250 1369
F: +65 6255 4450
E: balestiershowroom@hafary.com.sg

HAFARY TRADEHUB 21
18 Boon Lay Way #01-132 Tradehub 21 Singapore 609966
T: +65 6570 6265
F: +65 6570 8425F: +65 6570 8425
E: tradehub21showroom@hafary.com.sg

www.hafary.com.sg
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